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Design of Ultrahigh-Speed Low-Voltage CMOS
CML Buffers and Latches
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Abstract—A comprehensive study of ultrahigh-speed current-
mode logic (CML) buffers along with the design of novel regen-
erative CML latches will be illustrated. First, a new design proce-
dure to systematically design a chain of tapered CML buffers is
proposed. Next, two new high-speed regenerative latch circuits ca-
pable of operating at ultrahigh-speed datarates will be introduced.
Experimental results show a higher performance for the new latch
architectures compared to the conventional CML latch circuit at
ultrahigh-frequencies. It is also shown, both through the experi-
ments and by using efficient analytical models, why CML buffers
are better than CMOS inverters in high-speed low-voltage appli-
cations.

Index Terms—Broad-band circuits, current mode logic, device
mismatch, enviromental noise, tapered buffers, ultrahigh-speed
CMOS circuits.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE rapidly growing volume of data transfer in telecom-
munication networks has recently drawn considerable

attention to the design of high-speed circuits for gigabit commu-
nications networks. Wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM)
and time-division multiplexing (TDM) were developed for
use in the next-generation transmission systems. Ultramassive
capacity transmission experiments have been reported using
a WDM system with a per-channel datarates of 10 Gb/s for
SONET OC-192 and 40 Gb/s for SONET OC-768. High-speed
integrated circuit (IC) technologies with very high datarates are
thus required for both WDM and TDM systems. Advances in
nanometer CMOS technology has enabled CMOS integrated
circuits to take over the territories thus far claimed by GaAs
and InP devices.

Designing a high-speed CMOS circuit operating near of
the MOS device is very challenging. System blocks in a gigabit
communications system need to be realized by very simple cir-
cuits utilizing minimum number of active devices. Parts of the
circuit blocks that process high-speed signals in a communica-
tion transceiver should possibly abandon the use of pMOS de-
vices due to their inferior unity-gain frequency. This, in turn,
imposes additional design constraint on the ultrahigh-speed cir-
cuits.

Buffers and latches are the circuit cores of many high-speed
blocks within a communication transceiver and a serial link.
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As an example of a gigabit communications system, Fig. 1
depicts the block diagram of a typical optical transceiver.
Front-end current mode logic (CML) tapered buffer chain,
serial-to-parallel converters, clock and data recovery (CDR),
multiplexers, and demultiplexers use high-speed buffers and
latches extensively. A conventional CMOS inverter exhibits
some drawbacks that prevent it from being vastly used in
high-speed low-voltage circuits. First, a CMOS inverter is
essentially a single-ended circuit. Recall that in a multigiga-
hertz frequency range, the short on-chip wires act as coupled
transmission lines. The electromagnetic coupling thus causes
serious operational malfunctioning in the circuits, particularly
single-ended circuits. Besides, the pMOS transistor in a static
CMOS inverter will severely limit the maximum operating
frequency of the circuit [1], [2].

CMOS current-mode logic style was first introduced in [3] to
implement a gigahertz MOS adaptive pipeline technique. Since
then, it has been extensively used to implement ultrahigh-speed
buffers [4], [5], latches [5], multiplexers and demultiplexers
[6], and frequency dividers [7]. CML circuits can operate with
lower signal voltage and higher operating frequency at lower
supply voltage than static CMOS circuits. However, CML logic
style suffers from more static power dissipation than CMOS
inverters. Recently, there have been efforts to alleviate this
shortcoming [8], [9]. Particularly, one technique to efficiently
reduce the power consumption of CML buffers is to implement
the circuit in a multithreshold CMOS technology (MTCMOS)
[8], and [8] actually designed a 1 : 8 2.5 Gb/s demultiplexer as
a test vehicle to report a power saving of 37%. Due to their
superior performance, CML buffers are the best choice for
high-speed applications. As a consequence, it is an essential
need to have a systematic approach to optimally design CML
buffers and CML buffer chains.

This paper presents a systematic procedure of CML buffer
design and introduces two new CMOS CML latch circuits.
The paper is organized as follows. First, in Section II, a brief
summary of static CMOS inverter is given. Then, in Section III,
the large-signal behavior of a differential circuit is extensively
illustrated. This will prepare us to study the design of CMOS
buffer chain (Section IV). Section V discusses the performance
and operation of the tapered CML buffer with consideration
of device mismatch. In Section VI, we illustrate two novel
CML latches in 0.18- m CMOS process that are capable of
operating at a -GHz clock signal. Section VII provides
various experimental results that verify the accuracy of our
design approach. Finally, Section VIII provides the concluding
remarks.
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Fig. 1. System block diagram of an optical transceiver.

Fig. 2. (a) CMOS inverter. (b) Transfer characteristics.

II. CMOS BUFFERS

A conventional static CMOS buffer is shown in Fig. 2(a)
where the input–output transfer curve is shown in Fig. 2(b).

A CMOS inverter has a number of advantages. The static
power dissipation of a CMOS inverter is negligible, as-
suming the leakage current to be small. It exhibits the
largest small-signal gain compared to any other area-effi-
cient single-stage buffer with the same transistor sizes, and
thus, is an ideal candidate for bus drivers and signal buffers
in digital circuits. It shows an optimum performance with the
technology scaling and has a large noise margin.

A CMOS inverter, however, suffers from a number of draw-
backs that make it vulnerable in ultrahigh-speed integrated
circuits. First, the use of pMOS transistor degrades the circuit
maximum operation frequency (bandwidth). Secondly, like any
single-ended circuit, a CMOS inverter is highly susceptible
to the environmental noise sources such as power–ground

Fig. 3. (a) Input–output voltages of eight CMOS buffers switching
simultaneously. (b) Power–ground bounce.

noise, substrate noise, and crosstalk. Large current surges
during the voltage switching of output CMOS buffers driving
large off-chip loads exacerbates the fluctuations on supply
and ground rails. Noisy supply and ground wire results in
noise–margin reduction, as well as a larger propagation delay
for all predrivers connected to the same power and ground rail.
Shown in Fig. 3(a) and (b), are the input–output voltages and
the power–ground bounce noise due to simultaneous switching
of eight CMOS inverters driving a large 2-pF off-chip capacitor.
The gate aspect-ratios of the nMOS and pMOS devices in each
CMOS inverter are 20 m/0.2 m and 40 m/0.2 m, respec-
tively. The inductor associated with the bondwires and pad
to leadframe parasitics is assumed to be 2 nH. The bondwire
resistance is 1 . Obviously, other CMOS circuits connected
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Fig. 4. (a) Neutralized CMOS differential pair. (b) Transfer characteristics.

to these noisy power and ground rails are affected by large un-
wanted oscillations that may cause false logic switchings. The
experiment is carried out in the absence of on-chip decoupling
capacitance to highlight the effect of the power–ground bounce
on the performance of the off-chip CMOS drivers.

III. CML BUFFERS

A CML buffer is based on the differential architecture.
Fig. 4(a) shows a basic differential architecture. The tail cur-
rent, , provides an input-independent biasing for the circuit.
The differential circuit is easily neutralized using a pair of
capacitors, , as indicated in Fig. 4(a), that will diminish the
deleterious effects of input–output coupling through the device
overlap capacitance, .

Various experimental simulations of CML circuits reveal that
the long-channel transistor model still gives rise to a good esti-
mation of the dynamic behavior of these circuits. The reason is
because a CML circuit is a low-voltage circuit where the differ-
ential voltage swing is around the device threshold voltage.

As the differential input varies from to , each output
node of the differential pair varies from to .
Fig. 4(b) shows the voltage variations of the output nodes in
terms of the differential input [10].

From Fig. 4(a), one can see that the maximum output differen-
tial voltage swing, , is only a function of the drain resistor
and the tail current, provided that the full current switching takes
place. Clearly, the maximum output swing of a CML buffer is
less than that of a CMOS inverter, which makes this class of
buffers an ideal choice for low-voltage integrated circuits de-
sign.

The minimum value of the input common-mode level,
is achieved when the tail current begins to operate in

saturation. The input common-mode level reaches its maximum
value, when the transistors and are either
at pinch-off or at cutoff [10]

(1)

Fig. 5. Large-signal G as a function of the differential input.

where is the common-mode overdrive voltage of tran-
sistors and . Similarly, the output common-mode
level varies from (when both and are off, and

is in the triode region) to (when all tran-
sistors are in saturation). The voltage transition of the output
common-mode level from to is deter-
mined by the subthreshold current of or .

The advantage of the differential CML buffer is understood
by reviewing its large-signal behavior in response to a differen-
tial input signal. Assuming that the input common-mode level
is bounded within the operating range specified in (1), a small
voltage difference between and results in a corre-
sponding differential current , as follows [10]:

(2)
The differential current is an odd function of the input differen-
tial voltage, , and thus, becomes zero when the circuit is
in equilibrium. Furthermore, a differential stage is more linear
than a single-ended stage due to the absence of the even har-
monics from the input–output characteristics. The large-signal
transconductance is the slope of transfer char-
acteristics, that is

(3)

where . The large-signal
transconductance varies with the input differential voltage, as
also shown in Fig. 5, where in this figure V.
As the input differential voltage exceeds a limit, one transistor
carries the entire current , thereby, turning off the other
transistor. represents the maximum input differential
voltage.

An input-dependent transconductance results in a nonlinear
large-signal gain. To simplify the analysis, the average value of
the transconductance is utilized

(4)
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Fig. 6. Two CML buffers in cascade.

Note that is where is the small-signal
transconductance of the differential pair. A differential pair
architecture using a differential signaling is insensitive to
common-mode fluctuations, which makes it a better choice
as a buffer than a CMOS inverter, particularly in low-noise
circuit design where noise mostly appears as a common-mode
component. Moreover, a noninverting buffer is easily realized
using a single differential stage, as opposed to the CMOS
inverter where a noninverting buffer is realized by two inverters
in cascade. Therefore, a noninverting differential buffer exhibits
a lower propagation delay than a CMOS buffer. A differential
stage will be operating as a CML buffer, if and only if a
complete current switching takes place. To make sure that the
current switches entirely from one side of the differential stage
to the other side, the differential input voltage must be at least

.
Moreover, a differential CML buffer exhibits a higher band-

width than a conventional CMOS inverter. This is readily proved
either using the time-domain delay analysis or small-signal ap-
proximation.

IV. TAPPERED CML BUFFER DESIGN

To achieve the best performance in a CML buffer, a complete
current switching must take place and the current produced by
the tail current flows through the ON branch only. To quantify
the underlying conditions for complete current switching, one
should consider that in practice, a CML buffer often drives an-
other CML buffer (e.g., a tapered buffer chain), which means
that output terminals of the driving buffer stage are connected to
the input terminals of the driven stage, as shown in Fig. 6. To sat-
isfy the current switching requirement, the differential voltage
swing of the first CML buffer must exceed of the fol-
lowing stage, i.e.,

(5)

In a special case of having identical CML stages in Fig. 6, (5)
results in a lower bound of for the maximum small-signal
voltage gain at equilibrium, .

Furthermore, the load resistors should be small in order to
reduce the RC delay and increase the bandwidth. To guarantee a
high-speed operation, nMOS transistors of the differential pair

Fig. 7. Output CML buffer driving off-chip loads. The chip-package interface
is electrically modeled using a lossless transmission line.

must operate only in the saturation. To satisfy this requirement
for the circuit shown in Fig. 4(a), first, the input common-mode
voltage must be within the interval specified in (1); and secondly

for and (6)

which sets a maximum allowable level for the differential output
swing as follows:

for (7)

In the particular case of output drivers, a high-speed CML
driver must drive a large off-chip load through the bondwire and
package trace. The output driver must thus have a large current
drive capability. This means that nMOS transistors of the second
CML buffer in Fig. 6 must be large. A large transistor has a large
gate-to-channel capacitance that seriously degrades the propa-
gation delay and the voltage swing of the preceeding predriver
stage. To reduce the propagation delay of the predriver, a chain
of tapered buffers is introduced between the first predriver stage
and the output buffer. It is readily proved that the minimum
delay is obtained by dividing the delay equally over all stages
[11]. This is achieved by gradually scaling up all stages with a
constant taper factor . On the other hand, the chip package in-
terface at very high frequencies is appropriately modeled as a
transmission line that is terminated by a load impedance, which
is a series RC circuit (cf. Fig. 7). The series load resistance,

, provides the high-frequency parallel matched termination
to the bondwire. Fig. 7 shows the schematic of the output CML
driver driven by tapered CML stages along with the
chip-package interface being modeled as the transmission line.

The chip bondwires exhibit high- inductances. Therefore,
it is safe to model the chip-package interface using a lossless
transmission line. To avoid potentially disastrous transmission
line effects such as slow ringing and propagation delays, the
bondwires are terminated both at the source using a series ter-
mination ( ), and at the destination using a parallel
termination ( ). Given a well-defined output voltage swing
( ) and with being determined by the matched termi-
nation, the tail current is easily calculated. For instance, an
output differential voltage swing of 0.4 V for a 50 line driver
requires a bias current of 8 mA. Now, using a set of constraints,
we present design guidelines to design a tapered CML buffer
chain and determine appropriate values for the circuit compo-
nents of the CML buffer.
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The propagation delay is computed using the open-circuit
time constant method [12]. For instance, the delay of the simple
low-voltage differential stage of Fig. 4(a) is . Var-
ious HSPICE simulations on high-speed CML buffers show that
the delay obtained by the open-circuit time-constant method is
within 10% of the actual simulation.

Minimizing the overall propagation delay of CML buffer in-
creases the overall operation frequency of the buffer signifi-
cantly. For a slowly varying input signal, increasing the small-
signal voltage gain, , will further decrease the output
transient variations and the output transition time. In a chain of
tapered CML buffers, to attain a constant voltage swing, tran-
sistor sizes are scaled up while the drain resistances are scaled
down with a constant scaling factor. This will lead us to the fact
that small-signal voltage gains of all constituent stages of the
buffer chain are identical

As a consequence, (5) and (7) provide us with a lower bound
for the maximum small-signal voltage gain at equilibrium, that
is

(8)

The drain resistor, , of the last output CML buffer is de-
termined by the series impedance matching to bondwire’s char-
acteristic impedance. Subsequently, of the last driver stage
is calculated using the output differential voltage swing and .
The only remaining parameter in the last CML driver is the
( ) of the source-coupled transistor pair, which is obtained
from the common-mode analysis of the last CML buffer. If the
common-mode input voltage lies in the allowable range given
by (1), then the tail current will equally be divided between the
two branches of the differential stage, i.e.,

for (9)

where is the common-mode input voltage of the
driver in the buffer chain. is specified by the output
common-mode voltage of the previous stage. The inequality in
(9) guarantees that the tail current is in the saturation region.
Given a tapered buffer chain with a constant differential voltage
swing, the maximum ( ) of the transistor pair of the
CML buffer is then calculated by solving (10)

(10)

In (10), is the constant differential output swing of a
tapered CML buffer chain.

As mentioned above, in a chain of tapered CML buffers, the
minimum delay is obtained by dividing the delay equally over

Fig. 8. The k and (k + 1) stages of a tapered CML buffer along with the
parasitic capacitances.

all stages. However, the question is how many buffer stages are
required to achieve the optimum delay. To answer this question,
the propagation delay of an arbitrarily chosen CML stage in a
buffer chain is first derived. Fig. 8 shows the stage in a chain
of tapered stages driving another CML stage along with the
capacitors that contribute to the delay calculation.

The common node shown in Fig. 8 experiences a
double-frequency variation compared to the voltage varia-
tions [10]. The input capacitance seen at the gate terminal
of the stage is, therefore, slightly smaller than the
gate-source capacitance . Ignoring the channel length
modulation in MOS devices, and assuming the gate terminals
of the stage to have fully differential voltages, the
current-voltage relationship of at each gate terminal of the

stage is expressed as follows:

(11)

where , with defined earlier
in Section III. Equation (11) states that the large-signal input
impedance of the differential pair can be defined using a non-
linear voltage-dependent effective capacitance. The value of this
effective input capacitance is a function of the input voltage,
thereby, varying with time. Assuming a sinusoidal input with
the amplitude of , the time average of this effective ca-
pacitance is calculated as follows:

(12)
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Fig. 9. Multiple stage CML buffers along with the inductive peaking.

where represents the natural logarithm of . In fact, it is
easily shown that input capacitance of seen at the input gate ter-
minal of the stage is less than . This high-
lights the advantage of the differential pair in high frequency
compared to the static CMOS inverters.

The 50% delay of the stage is as follows:

(13)

As a generalization to the single-stage delay calculation, con-
sider a chain of tapered CML buffers driving a lossless transmis-
sion line with a characteristic impedance of . Suppose that the
gate aspect ratio of the transistor pair of the last CML line driver
is times larger than that of the first predriver stage. The total
propagation delay of the buffer chain is readily calculated

(14)

Interestingly, the functional dependence between delay and
the number of stages (or taper factor) is similar to the one in a
CMOS buffer chain first proposed in [13]. It is proved that the
optimum number of stages will be the numerical solution to the
following:

(15)

or in the special case, if then,
which is a well-known result.

To further increase the bandwidth (reduce the delay), the
intermediate stages (including the last stage) use inductive
peaking as demonstrated in Fig. 9.

In addition, the inductor in series with the drain resistor de-
lays the current flow through the branch containing the resistor,
making more current available for charging the device capaci-
tors, and reducing the rise and fall times. From another perspec-
tive, the addition of an inductance in series with the load capaci-
tance introduces a zero in the transfer function of the CML stage
which helps offset the roll-off due to parasitic capacitances. For
any intermediate CML stage, the optimized value of the in-
ductor is easily obtained. Since each CML stage is neutralized
by cross-connected capacitors, , the equivalent half-circuit
model corresponding to the intermediate stage is roughly
modeled by the circuit shown in Fig. 10(a).

Fig. 10. (a) CML stage. (b) Equivalent circuit for the half-circuit model.

The equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 10(b) is a second-order
circuit that exhibits an overshoot in its magnitude response. A
straightforward calculation reveals that to achieve a maximally
flat frequency response, we must have [12]

(16)

which results in an increased bandwidth that is about 1.7 times
larger than the unpeaked case [12]. Inductance values are scaled
with the same taper factor as the drain resistors, to retain a con-
stant delay per each stage.

V. DEVICE MISMATCH

The analysis undertaken in Sections III and IV assume that
all devices are identically matched. In practice, the inaccuracies
in manufacturing process introduce device mismatches. Mis-
matches cause three major effects on the performance of the
circuits, and in particular the CML buffers [10]: 1) dc offset;
2) finite even–order distortion; and (3) lower common-mode re-
jection. Details about each of these effects can be found in [10].

Focusing on the multistage tapered CML buffer shown in
Figs. 7 and 9, the most significant effect of the dc offset is to
drive the conducting transistors of latter stages of the tapered
CML buffer into triode region. This observation suggests that
the last stages of the tapered buffer are exposed to the perfor-
mance degradation more seriously than the first stages within
the CML tapered buffer. For example, the input offset voltage
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of the CML stage of an -stage tapered CML buffer is
added to the amplified replicas of the offset voltages from pre-
vious stages, i.e.,

for (17)

where represents the input offset voltage of the th
stage, is the small-signal voltage gain of the stage. At
this point, we establish an analogy between the offset and de-
vice noise. In the noise analysis of integrated circuits, the ef-
fect of all noise sources in the circuit are referred back to the
input, and is represented by input referred noise sources [10].
The input-referred noise sources indicate how much the input
signal is corrupted by the circuit’s noise. On the other hand, the
output-referred noise does not allow a fair comparison of the
performance of different circuits because it depends on the gain
(see [10]).

Similar to the device noise analysis, the overall offset voltage
for a chain of tapered buffers is referred back to the input and
is represented by a voltage source, , i.e.,

(18)

Interestingly, (18) resembles the Friis equation proposed in
[14] for the overall noise-figure of electronic systems in cas-
cade.

Discussions in Section IV showed that the voltage gains of all
CML stages are identical, which simplifies (18)

(19)

The input offset voltage ( ) is directly pro-
portional to the equilibrium overdrive voltage, transistor dimen-
sion mismatch, and load resistor mismatch [10]. The number of
stages is determined by (15), and cannot be changed. Equation
(19) states the input-referred noise voltage is inversely propor-
tional to the voltage gain. An effective way of decreasing the
offset voltage is thus to set the voltage gain to its max-
imum allowable value, while ensuring that (9) will be satisfied.

The current tails of the tapered CML buffer are designed
using current mirrors. The transistor mismatch results in the cur-
rent mismatch in current tails [10]. This current mismatch is in-
versely proportional to ( ) of the current tail, which sets a
design constraint for the dimension of the reference transistor in
the current mirror.

As mentioned earlier, the device mismatch causes the
common-mode rejection of each CML stage to be reduced.
This, in fact, degrades the superior performance of the CML

Fig. 11. Circuit schematic of a CMOS CML buffer.

buffers in the presence of the power–ground bounce, because
the common-mode power–ground bounce, and crosstalk noise
are converted to the differential output components, distorting
the output differential signal. Furthermore, the common mode
to differential mode conversion gain increases with frequency
due to the parasitic capacitances of the MOS device [10]. In
a tapered CML buffer, the bias currents of subsequent CML
stages are scaled up, while the drain resistances are scaled
down. Interestingly, both of these phenomena lead to a decrease
of the common-mode to differential-mode conversion gain.

VI. ULTRAHIGH -SPEED LATCH DESIGN

A CML latch consists of an input tracking stage, and
, utilized to sense and track the data variation and a cross-

coupled regenerative pair, and , being employed to
store the data. Fig. 11 demonstrates a CMOS CML latch cir-
cuitry.

The track and latch modes are determined by the clock signal
inputs to a second differential pair, and . When the
signal is “HIGH,” the tail current entirely flows to the
tracking circuit, and , thereby allowing to track

. In the latch-mode, the signal goes low, the tracking
stage is disabled, whereas the latch pair is enabled storing the
logic state at the output.

Like CML buffers, a CML latch operates with relatively small
voltage swings which is peak-to-peak differential-mode.
Fig. 11 allows us to implement high-speed latch circuit. How-
ever, there are several shortcomings involved in the design of
the regenerative latch in Fig. 11, that lead to a complete opera-
tion failure at very high speed datarates ( Gb/s) when the
circuit is realized in 0.18 m CMOS technology. The primary
limitation is that a single tail current is used for both tracking
and latch circuits. Consequently, the bias operations of tracking
and latch circuits are tightly related. This will severely limit the
allowable transistor sizes for a reliable latch operation. At ul-
trahigh-speed datarates ( Gb/s) the parasitic capacitances
of transistors, and , degrade the required minimum
small-signal gain for a proper tracking operation [(8)]. There-
fore, the tail current must be sufficiently high to achieve a wider
range of linearity and a larger transconductance. On the other
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Fig. 12. Circuit schematic of the new CMOS CML latch circuit.

Fig. 13. Circuit schematic of another novel CMOS CML latch circuit capable
of operating at ultrahigh-speed datarates.

Fig. 14. (a) CMOS inverters driving two adjacent coupled interconnects that
are terminated by CMOS inverters. (b) Two interconnects driven by a CML
buffer and coupled to another interconnect which is driven by CMOS inverter.

hand, the latch circuit does not need a large bias current at ul-
trahigh-frequencies.

To address the aforementioned problems, the regenerative
CML latch is modified so that the latch circuit and the tracking
circuit use two distinct tail currents. Fig. 12 shows the new
CML latch circuit.

Fig. 15. (a) Input and output waveforms of Fig. 14(a). (b) Input and output
signals of Fig. 14(b).

As observed in Fig. 12, the tracking stage and the latch stage
are now separately optimized for a correct latch operation at ul-
trahigh-speed. Note that it is important for the source coupled
pair transistors to have high gain. This is obviously achieved
with larger for each transistor of the cross-coupled pair.
However, this technique greatly limits the driving capability.
Therefore the CML latch is followed by a CML buffer to re-
cover the logic level.

There is still one underlying problem that causes a speed
limitation on the proposed circuit as well as the conventional
counterpart. During each transition from the amplification mode
(when is “HIGH”) to the latching mode (when is
“LOW”), the current tail of the cross-coupled pair must first
recharge the capacitances of the cross-coupled pair as it starts
drawing current from the output nodes, X and Y, and changing
the logic state. This will increase the minimum achievable
clock period at which the latch circuit works properly.

An alternative to the proposed circuit shown in Fig. 12, is de-
picted in Fig. 13, where the latch transistor always draws current
from the nodes X and Y and there is no need for the charge to be
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Fig. 16. CML buffer along with on-chip power/ground wires and chip-package interface circuit model.

built up during the latching phase. There are several advantages
associated with the circuit of Fig. 13.

Firstly, the new CML latch circuit in Fig. 13 does not suffer
from the current spiking seen at the drain of the clock transistors.
This phenomenon becomes clear by studying the circuit in the
tracking mode when the input signal is “HIGH”. During
the tracking interval, transistor MN7 is switched on drawing
a portion of the tail current and reducing the current spikes.
On the other hand, the cross-coupled pair MN3-MN4 is always
enabled, hence no current spike takes place during the transi-
tion from tracking to latching mode. Experiments in Section 6.4
verify the above observation.

Secondly, an enabled cross-coupled pair during the tacking
mode directly contributes to smaller rise and fall times for the
output voltages at nodes X and Y. Recall that a cross-coupled
pair exhibits a negative resistance that lowers the equivalent re-
sistance at each node, X and Y, for a fixed output voltage swing,
thereby decreasing rise and fall times of the output voltages.

The new latch circuit, however, consumes more power than
the circuits shown in Figs. 11 and 12.

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section the performance of the CML buffer is evaluated
by performing experiments on single stage as well as multiple
stages of the buffer. Experiments are set up to show the perfor-
mance of the novel CML latches depicted in Figs. 12 and 13
at 20 GHz datarate. First, the noise susceptibility of the CML
buffer is experimentally compared with CMOS inverter. Next,
the accuracy of (15) is verified by running HSPICE simulation
on a chain of CML buffers. The effect of inductive peaking on
the bandwidth and speed enhancement will be investigated. Fi-
nally, the performance of CML latch circuits demonstrated in
Figs. 12 and 13 are compared against the conventional CML
latch shown in Fig. 11.

A. Noise Performance

A CML buffer exhibits a superior noise performance com-
pared to a conventional CMOS inverter, particularly because en-
vironmental noise sources (e.g., crosstalk, power–ground noise)
appear as common-mode signals. This will be experimentally
verified by performing the following experiment.

First, crosstalk noise is emulated using parallel interconnects
located within close proximity of each other, as depicted in
Fig. 14(a) and (b).

To have a performance comparison, we place, first, a CMOS
inverter, and then, a CML buffer at the outputs of coupled in-
terconnects, one at a time [Fig. 14(a) and (b)]. To highlight
the superiority of noise performance of the CML buffer, the
middle line in Fig. 14(b) will be driven by a CMOS inverter.
The noise coupled from this line to its neighboring lines is the
same and has the large amplitude. The input signal frequency
for all CMOS inverters is 3.3 GHz, while it is 3.5 GHz for CML
buffers. As a consequence, this experiment also shows the per-
formance of CML buffer in the presence of harmonic distor-
tion. All circuits are designed using 0.18 m standard CMOS
process.

Fig. 15(a) and (b) demonstrate the output signals of CMOS in-
verter and CML buffer, respectively. The experiment is set up to
demonstrate the worst-case scenario in which the noise fluctua-
tion and the voltage waveform are 180 out of phase. The plots
in this slide show the input and output voltage waveforms of
the CMOS inverters. The first plot in Fig. 15(a) shows the input
waveforms. The second plot shows the outputs at the output ter-
minals of transmission lines. These signals are also the inputs
to the following CMOS inverters. The third plot indicates the
output of last inverter stage. Similarly, the first plot in Fig. 15(b)
shows the two inputs given to the input terminals of the first
CML buffer. The second plot shows the outputs and
at the output terminals of transmission lines. These signals are
also the inputs to the following CML buffer. The third plot in-
dicates the output of the last CML stage.

As observed in Fig. 15(a), the output voltage of the
CMOS inverter in Fig. 14(a) does not have a rail-to-rail swing
because of the crosstalk noise effect from the other adjacent
line. In fact, this CMOS inverter is incapable of generating a
logic “LOW”. On the other hand, the functionality of a CML
buffer remains intact in the presence of the coupling noise from
a neighboring line, as seen in Fig. 15(b).

A CML buffer also shows a better performance in the pres-
ence of power/ground noise than a CMOS inverter. Noise on
power and ground wires have very small degrading effects on
the differential output voltage. Fig. 16 demonstrates a circuit
that emulates the actual scenario where on-chip power/ground
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Fig. 17. (a) On-chip ground, input bias voltage of the tail current. (b) Single-ended output voltages of the CML buffer. (c) The differential output voltage of the
CML buffer.

wires are modeled using distributed RC circuits; and the
chip-package interface parasitics including parasitics associ-
ated with bondwires and package traces are modeled using
( , , ) and ( , , ). A static CMOS inverter driving
an off-chip load generates Power/ground fluctuations. Shown
in Fig. 17(a)–(c) are the on-chip power/ground waveforms, the
single-ended outputs and the differential output of the CML
buffer. The differential architecture is capable of filtering the
common-mode noise and generates a clean differential output
with a maximum of approximately 0.4 V.

B. Tapered CML Buffer Experiment

Similar to a CMOS tapered buffer, a single CML buffer
might not be sufficient to drive an off-chip load. There are,
however, more design tradeoffs involved in the design of a
CML tapered buffer than in a CMOS tapered buffer. A superior
high-frequency performance in a CML buffer is guaranteed
only if the design guidelines explained thoroughly in Section III
to be taken into consideration.

Fig. 18(a) plots propagation delay as a function of number
of CML stages for different values of , where is the ratio
between the off-chip load impedance and the load impedance
of the first predriver stage. In practice, is between 30–100.
The optimum number of buffer stages will thus be between 3
and 4 versus number of stages for tapered CMOS buffer de-
signed in 0.18 m CMOS process. The delay variation in terms
of the number of stages for CML tapered buffer and CMOS ta-
pered buffer are almost identical. However, the total propagation
delay of a CML buffer chain for a given value of is less than
that of CMOS buffer chain, which is in accordance with what
is expected. Remember that 50% propagation delay of a CMOS
inverter is inversely proportional to nMOS and pMOS transcon-
ductance parameters and directly proportional to the load capac-

Fig. 18. (a) Delay versus number of stages for CML tapered buffer chain. (b)
Delay versus number of stages for CMOS tapered buffer chain.

itance [1]. According to (13), the propagation delay of a CML
buffer is directly proportional to the load capacitance (similar
to a CMOS inverter) and the drain resistance. A larger threshold
voltage and a lower drift velocity associated with a pMOS tran-
sistor cause the propagation delay of a CMOS inverter to be
larger than that of a CML buffer that uses the same transistor
size [Fig. 18(a) and (b)].

C. Inductive Peaking

The inductive peaking was proposed as an efficient and
simple circuit technique to speed up the buffer’s response.
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Fig. 19. (a) Single stage CML buffer with inductive peaking. (b) Input and
output waveforms of a CML buffer without inductive peaking. (c) Input and
output waveforms of a CML buffer with inductive peaking.

Fig. 19(b) and (c) demonstrate the differential output voltage
of a CML buffer without and with the inductive peaking [as
depicted in Fig. 19(a)], respectively. The inductance value is 2
nH and signals are running at 5 GHz which is the frequency
set forth in SONER/SDH OC-48. The output voltages of CML
buffer in the presence of inductance will have larger amplitude
and as a result faster rise and fall times.

D. CML Latch

The performance comparison of the latch circuits are made
by separately incorporating these latches in an ultrahigh-speed
flip-flop that retimes the input data with a rate of 20 Gb/s using a
half-rate clock signal at 10 GHz that is locked to the input data.

Fig. 20. Voltage waveforms at the output of a flip-flop consisting of two
conventional latch circuits of Fig. 11.

Fig. 21. Voltage waveforms at the output of a flip-flop consisting of two new
latch circuits of Fig. 12.

The actual outputs are differential 10 Gb/s data streams demul-
tiplexed from a 20 Gb/s data stream. Four latches are used to
create a double-edge triggered flip-flop. The first latch of the
flip-flop drives a single latch while second latch of the flip-flop
drives a CML buffer.To perform a meaningful and sound com-
parison, all latches are designed to be identical in terms of the
current levels, transistor sizes and drain resistors. The proposed
CML latch circuit in Fig. 12 has a superior performance com-
pared to the one shown in Fig. 11 at ultrahigh-frequencies (

GHz) for the input datarate. Figs. 20 and 21 demonstrate
outputs of the master-slave flip-flop circuits consisting of latch
circuits of Figs. 11 and 12 at 20 GHz datarate, respectively.
The output nodes of the flip-flop that is made up of conven-
tional CML latches generate large ringings that can yield op-
eration failure (cf. Fig. 20). The ringings are largely reduced at
the output voltages of the flip-flop consisting of latch shown in
Fig. 12. Besides, the output signal transients are smaller com-
pared to those in the conventional flip-flop circuit. Fig. 22 shows
the output voltages of the flip-flop based on the latch circuit of
Fig. 13. The output voltages exhibit even smaller rise and fall
times and sharper transition edges compared to both (20) and
(21).

As illustrated in Section V, the latch circuit in Fig. 13 also
diminishes the current spikes at the tail current. This observation
is verified by comparing the current waveforms of Figs. 23–25
for the latch circuits shown in Figs. 11–13, respectively. While
the tail currents - of the latch Fig. 11, and the tail
currents and of the latch in Fig. 12 exhibit spikes,
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Fig. 22. Voltage waveforms at the output of a flip-flop consisting of two novel
latch circuits of Fig. 13.

Fig. 23. Current waveforms of the tail currents MN and MN of the
conventional latch in Fig. 11.

Fig. 24. Current waveforms of the tail currentsMN andMN of the new
latch in Fig. 12.

Fig. 25. Current waveforms of the tail currentsMN andMN of the new
latch in Fig. 13.

the tail currents and of the latch circuit in Fig. 13
does not show any spike.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we investigated important problems involved in
the design of a CML buffers and latches. A new design proce-
dure to systematically design a chain of tapered CML buffers
was proposed. We proved that the differential architecture of a
CML buffer makes it functionally robust in the presence of en-
vironmental noise sources (e.g., crosstalk, power/ground noise).
Two new 20 GHz regenerative latch circuits were introduced.
Experimental results show higher performance for the new latch
architectures compared to the conventional CML latch circuit. It
was also shown, both through the experiments and by using effi-
cient analytical models, why CML buffers are better than CMOS
inverters in high-speed low-voltage applications.
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